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R E TA I L

Customers left on hold, lost
in transfer or missed calls.
"We were sending calls to our
counters not our team.”

The new retail environment
Spoke helped a large retail network with a centralized IVR.
Employees were often out on the shop floor or those at
counters were busy serving customers.

Erica James
Floor Manager
Available

They had built a great IVR in Twilio, but were struggling
to control the last mile of the customer experience, suffering
from missed calls when transferring customer calls to
unattended branch phones and employees who were
not available.
They needed a better way to empower staff who could be
available to help but had to remain mobile on the shop floor.

“Our customers were getting lost on transfers, sent to
unmonitored phones, or bounced around on hold patterns to
find available people somewhere on the shop floor.”

“Fantastic customer service!”
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Reducing missed calls
from 40% to virtually none
Call to Shoe Department
Spoke Audio Call

TRANSFER NOTES
Customer is wanting to check the
availability of a speciﬁc shoe in
their size.

After easily integrating Spokes Programmable softphone into
the existing Twilio IVR, calls were redirected directly to an
app on employees personal mobile phones.
Calls only go out to employees that are online and available.
This means customers get connected directly to employees
who have chosen to be available, rather than unattended
phones or extra frustrating transfer hops.
“Reducing missed calls was our number one problem,
creating better customer experiences and ultimately better
business outcomes.”
Calls that get rejected or unanswered stay on the Twilio
platform and are returned to the attendant, meaning the
customer journey can be managed even after being
transferred away.

“We rapidly reduced missed call rates and repeat calls by
sending customers to people who were available to solve the
customers needs.”
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Business phone system
features, in the hands of
mobile employees
Employees use their mobile phones as a fully featured
company phone system, enabling them to be contactable
wherever they are on the shop floor. Availability tools enable
them to quickly switch offline whilst dealing with customers
then come back online when ready.
“Our employees were empowered to provide better customer
experiences with a fully featured voice solution: transfers,
messaging, hold, conference calling and more!”
Spoke Phone, is a programmable softphone built for Twilio.
With extensive business phone system features, employees
can deliver great customer experiences and enrich customer
intelligence data with upsell and resale opportunities.

“I was on the shopfloor clearing old stock and anwered a
customer call. I easily conferenced in Pete in the warehouse
to check if an item had been delivered. Whilst I chatted to the
customer, Pete got the answer really quickly and saved the
customer having to wait for us to call back with an answer!”

Sarah Clark
Busy for 15 minutes
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The transformation

In the hands of employees
everywhere, anytime

Prebuilt phone system
features

Quickly and easily
implemented

In the hands of employees everywhere, anytime
Reduced missed calls to less than 5%.
Employees use their mobile phones as a fully
featured customer phone system, enabling them
to be reachable when on the shop floor and
control their availability.

Spoke Phone is a programmable softphone for
Twilio with prebuilt phone system features.
Employees can easily transfer, conference call
and message both internally and externally.

The solution was rolled out in less than 30 days
to select branches. Immediately seeing the
benefits it was easy to scale up and roll out the
rest of the frontline staff in the next 90 days.
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Vision accomplished!
This large retailer now has control of its missed call rates and has empowered
employees to create great customer experiences. Now they are concentrating on
enriching customer intelligence by implementing Twilio Segment to capture
customer intelligence and put it right in front of employees within Spoke Phone
calls to drive better customer knowledge, relationships and business outcomes.

Customer Experiences
Missed Calls:
Improved end to end customer
experience, from triage to customer
manager.
Reduced missed calls from 40% to less
than 5%

Dropped to 5%

Customer Satisfaction:

Implementation:

Improved customer satisfaction with call
CSat rising from 54% to 72%

Implemented in 30 days. Rolled out
in 90 days.

72% Improvement

30 days

Grow:

Customer Intelligence
Next Steps: Grow customer intelligence
with Twilio and Spoke Phone.
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Learn more about how to reduce
your missed call rates here
www.spokephone.com
Contact Spoke

